USS Delphyne 9811.02

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><START MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

EO_Lefler:
::In Main Engineering. Not much going on, just lookinh at blinking lights::

CO_Kemet:
:: Exiting the RR and going to torpedo control ::

TO_Navar:
::stands at the Tac Station on the bridge, monitoring all systems::

Sci_Psion:
::in quarters...working on some projects::

FCO_Wall:
::is on bridge at FC::

XO_Grant:
::exits briefing room, goes to torpedo control::

OPS_Lynam:
::At Ops station, monitoring systems and thinking deep thoughts::

CEOMadred:
::stops on deck 16 briefly his hand in Larte's ..... thinks about stoping in Main Engineering but changes his mind::

FCO_Wall:
::calls for standby FCO::

CMORevvik:
::in Sickbay setting down a PADD::

Sci_Psion:
::notices the time and puts work away::

Larte_J:
::looks up at the Tall man briefly as they stop on deck 16 ....... just another deck to her ...... lots of decks on this ship::

TO_Navar:
::hands over Tac to a security officer and heads down to the Trop room::

FCO_Wall:
::gets up heads for TL::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves for the torpedo bay::

CEOMadred:
::enters at TL and gives Larte's hand a squeeze::

XO_Grant:
::exits Tl on deck of Torpedo Control::

FCO_Wall:
TL: TB

XO_Grant:
::enters Torpedo Control room::

EO_Lefler:
::checks chronometer. Almost time for Jackson's funeral::

CMORevvik:
::exits Sickbay wandering toward a TL::

OPS_Lynam:
::Hands OPs over to another officer and goes to Torpedo Control::

XO_Grant:
::Nods to technician::

CEOMadred:
T: Deck 13 ........ torpedo control room.

TO_Navar:
::enters Torp room in full dress uniform::

Sci_Psion:
::exits TL and enters Torpedo control room::

CEOMadred:
::gives his uniform a brief tug and smiles down at Larte .... wonders if he should even be in uniform::

CMORevvik:
::enters the TL::

XO_Grant:
::Looks over new programming for torpedoes, smiles at the good work done recently::

FCO_Wall:
::exits TL, heads down corrodor to TC::

CEOMadred:
::the TL stops on deck 13 and the two make their way down the corridor::

EO_Lefler:
EnsBarney: Ensign You have engineering while I am gone. try not to blow us up

Larte_J:
::quitely does nothing...is confused by all that is going on...and scared too::

CO_Kemet:
:: enters Torp Control ::

FCO_Wall:
::enters TC::

CMORevvik:
TL: torpedo control room

CPOTraidr:
::stands in his uniform as part of the honor guard for the funeral::

OPS_Lynam:
::Enters Torpedo Control, thinks "I'm attending way too many funerals"::

Sci_Psion:
::stands somewhat away from the group...assessing the situation::

CMORevvik:
:: it hums and opens::

TO_Navar:
::stands motionless with a hard look on his face, only cut by the large scar running down it::

CPOYang:
::stands across the torpedo runner looking across at Traidrer::

FCO_Wall:
::nods to the CO::

EO_Lefler:
<EnsBarney> ::Looks bashfull and actually worries about blowing them all up::

CMORevvik:
::enter TC in dress uniform::

EO_Lefler:
::Enters TL:: Deck 13!

CO_Kemet:
:: returns Wall's nod ::

CEOMadred:
::stops briefly in front of the door to torpedo control and glances down at Larte:: Larte: Are you ready?

XO_Grant:
::nods to Captain::

TO_Navar:
::stands near the back of the room::

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to XO ::

Larte_J:
::nods her head::

CMORevvik:
::walks up and joins the crowd::

CEOMadred:
::nods and leads her through the door::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks its actually good to be off the bridge been on there most of the night::

EO_Lefler:
::Enters Torpedoe Control. First place I met Jackson. Just realized that::

Sci_Psion:
::stares at Larte::

CEOMadred:
::lopks around the room surprised at all the people::

Larte_J:
::takes a deep breath and tries not to cry::

CEOMadred:
::sees Lefler enter behind him and gives him a nod::

FCO_Wall:
::looks over at Madred::

Larte_J:
::seeing all the people she gets very close to the tall man::

EO_Lefler:
::Acknowledges Madred. Notices little girl. Must be Jacksons daughter::

CMORevvik:
::looks toward madred::

CEOMadred:
::sees the CO and moves over towards him, knowing he will want to meet Larte:: CO: Sir ..........

OPS_Lynam:
::Notices the little girl and Madred::

XO_Grant:
::Looks upon Larte, pretty little girl too bad about her family::

FCO_Wall:
::notices little girl::

CPOTraidr:
::sees Madred enter and gives a nod to Yang::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Yes, and who is the pretty young lady Mr. Madred?

CMORevvik:
::sees the Little Girl,  shes probably very depressed::

CPOYang:
::turns and sees Madred and glances at the girl ...... recognizes her from her picture ... a tear comes to his eye::

CEOMadred:
::reaches down and picks up Larte ....... :: CO: This is Tyler's daughter Larte ...... Larte: this is Captain Kem'et.

Larte_J:
::stands very tall just like her father taught her::

CO_Kemet:
Larte: Very nice to meet you.  Honored actually.

OPS_Lynam:
::Watches Larte,  sees many similarities between her behavior and that of his niece::\

CEOMadred:
::gives the Captain a thin smile ..... very thin:: CO: Whenever you are ready sir.

CMORevvik:
::straightens tunic waiting to start::

Larte_J:
::in the tall mans arms she looks quietly at the captain, but does not say anything::

CEOMadred:
::sets Larte down and stands next to the Captain on the other side as Grant::

XO_Grant:
CO: Do you want to start now sir?

CEOMadred:
::wonders if that is his place after being relieved of duty::

CO_Kemet:
XO:  Yes let's begin.

OPS_Lynam:
::A plan begins to form::

XO_Grant:
ALL: ATTENTION

EO_Lefler:
::Goes to stand with rest of Engineering crew::

TO_Navar:
::stands at Attention::

CMORevvik:
::hears the call and strightens up::

EO_Lefler:
::Stands at attention next to Traidrer::

FCO_Wall:
::stands at attention::

OPS_Lynam:
::Comes to attention facing front::

CEOMadred:
::straightens and gives Larte's hand a squeeze::

Sci_Psion:
::stands up straight::

CO_Kemet:
:: straightens up ::

CPOTraidr:
::straightens and looks forward::

CMORevvik:
::takes deep breath::

CPOYang:
::assures his back is ram rod straight::

XO_Grant:
::hears pipes play in background as technician brings torpedo up into position::

Larte_J:
::reaches up and grabs the tall mans hand::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks hopes this is the last funeral on this ship, geez::

CEOMadred:
::looks out over the assembled mass of officers::

CO_Kemet:
:: feeling terribly uneasy... klingons and funerals... sighs ::

XO_Grant:
CEO:CO did you want to say anything sir?


XO_Grant:
::Torpedo thunks into place::

CEOMadred:
XO: I did ....... ::glances at the Captain::

CO_Kemet:
XO: Yes go ahead.

CEOMadred:
::watches as the torpedo lands on the runner in between Yang and Traidrer ..... the honor guard::

XO_Grant:
CEO: With Captains permision, Mr. Madred you may proceed

CEOMadred:
::nods to the two officers::

CEOMadred:
::looks down a the tube and out over the assembled mass and holds Larte close to his side::

CO_Kemet:
:: wanted Madred to go last :: XO: No you first.

XO_Grant:
ALL: Parade Rest

FCO_Wall:
::looks at the tropedoe::

CEOMadred:
::watches the XO take the podium::

XO_Grant:
CO: very well sir

CPOTraidr:
::looks down on the coffin keeping his back straight::

CPOYang:
::notes the blue flag draped over the coffin and allows an eye to wander to where he can see Larte standing witht he CEO ...... wonders how she is doing::

EO_Lefler:
::notices Chief is still having a hard time. But is managing to console Larte well. Who would have thought the Chief had a paternal side::

CMORevvik:
::akward silence::

CO_Kemet:
:: waits for the XO ::

XO_Grant:
ALL: Mr. Jackson gave his life to help others in the fine tradition of Starfleet. He considered the needs of others before himself. Like Ambassador Spock , He weighed the needs of many above the selfish needs of the one. I proud that he served on the USS DELPHYNE.

CEOMadred:
::hears his back crack slightly and adjusts the dress uniform over his long terran frame::

XO_Grant:
ALL:: HIs life should serve as inspiration for others. Thank you

CPOTraidr:
::listens to the XO speak, willing his ears closed::

CPOYang:
::notes how closely Larte is clinging to the CEO::

CMORevvik:
::listens to the beautiful speach from the XO::

CO_Kemet:
:: walks to the podium to take over from the XO ::

XO_Grant:
:: steps back from Podium::

TO_Navar:
::stands without a hint of emotion or expression, he just watches everyone::

CEOMadred:
::watches the big Klingon in Kem'et and can read his emotions better than Kem'et would like ...... knows how he really feels::

OPS_Lynam:
::Plan takes shape.  Thinks it might just work.::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  May we all embrace the honor that Mr. Jackson has shared with us.  His selfless act is of the greatest consequence.

CPOYang:
::notes a tear coming to his eye and tries to pull it back, not proper for him as part of the honor guard::

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks "selfless?  Yeah I suppose so, like he had a choice"

FCO_Wall:
::notices atmospheres is very somber::

Larte_J:
::with eyes large she stares at the different people talking, but does not understand what they are saying::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  I hope that we can all live our lives with such honor and sense of duty as he.  He is an inspiration and absolute credit to starfleet.  I will remember him in the most honored way.

FCO_Wall:
::listens to the CO::

XO_Grant:
::Thinks pensive thoughts::

CO_Kemet:
:: Kem'et steps back from teh podium and looks to Jafo ::

Sci_Psion:
::wondering where CTO is::

EO_Lefler:
::Steps up to Podium::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: on the bridge , senors pick up a craft approximately 200 meters off the starboard bow. It is a small craft approximately the size of a shuttle and it shows no life

CEOMadred:
::motions to the CO to wait one second ....... knows Lefler wants to say something.::

EO_Lefler:
ALL: I know many of you don't know me very well. And I realize that I don't know most of you...

EO_Lefler:
When I came onboard the Delphyne a few months ago I wa sordered to report to the Torpedoe Control romm to help out with some last minute repairs

CEOMadred:
::listens to his EO ..... wants to give him a chance::

EO_Lefler:
I walked in and the first thing any one said to me was. "Who Are you?"

CEOMadred:
<TAC Replacement> ::notes the ship off the starboard bow::

XO_Grant:
<DUTY OFFICER ON BRIDGE>: yellow alert

Nicke_AGM:
<SCI>*CO* sensors have picked up a craft 200 metters off starboard

TO_Navar:
<Bridge TO> :scans shuttle

CEOMadred:
::hears the com and cringes knowing what it means::

EO_Lefler:
Thats was kind of unnerving but after all. I was lareayd unnevered. Jackson handed me a tool and told me to get to work

CO_Kemet:
:: feeling very uncomfortable, funerals just aren't a klingon thing. ::

XO_Grant:
COMM:craft: this is USS delphyne heave to and hold your position!

FCO_Wall:
::wonders what thats all about::

CO_Kemet:
:: steps back from the crew and whispers :: SCI: Acknowledged, any threat?

CMORevvik:
::whats that about::

TO_Navar:
<Bridge TO> SCI: The shuttle is without power and adrift. No threat detected.

EO_Lefler:
That was pretty much all I ever did with him. We didn't talk much and we didn't socialize at all. But I knew that Jackson was a good officer and on several occasions I could tell he was looking out for me. Even if he was yelling at mne at the time

Nicke_AGM:
<SCI*CO* no it appears dead in the water sir, instructions/

Larte_J:
::starts to fidget a little::

XO_Grant:
<DUTY OFFICER>: sci : any life signs?

EO_Lefler:
I just wanted to say that. I know it doesn't help much. But I felt it neccesarry to make my appreciation known. especially since it never appeared that I knew him at all. Thank you very much

EO_Lefler:
::Steps down::

CO_Kemet:
*Bridge*: Hold position, have Mr. Nash ready a team to board it.

Sci_Psion:
::intrigued by the captains removal from the funeral::

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: TO : put a tractor beam on that shuttle and hold it steady

CO_Kemet:
:: Noting that Nash isn't at the funeral.

CO_Kemet:
:: moves back to the group ::

CEOMadred:
::sees Lefler leave the podium and looks to the CO for guidance::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks weres Nash?::

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: *CO*: acknowledged

CEOMadred:
::steps forward warily with Larte at his side::

CPOTraidr:
::glances up as Madred begins::

XO_Grant:
::tractor beam locks onto shuttle::

CPOYang:
::sees the Chief at the podium::

CMORevvik:
::wonders where Mr. Nash Bridges i::

CEOMadred:
::glances at the Captain and moves to the podium looking out over the crowd, his eyes fall on the flag draped coffin of Jackson .... quietly he begins to murmur:: SuvwI'pu' qan tu'lu'be. bogh tlhInganpu', Suv wI'pu' moj, Hegh (In Klingon: There are no old warriors. Klingons are born, live as warriors, then die)

CEOMadred:
::holds Larte close to his hip::

CEOMadred:
::he keeps his gaze level on the torpedo as he squeezes Larte's hand slightly:: maqock 'Iw JIq yIthlhutih, rolIj HI'ang, ghaH vav SuS neH SoH. Ha'qujnge'. (In Klingon: War buddy, drink the blood wine, show me your fist, and the wind will respect you. Take away the flag) ::with his last words, Yang and Traidrer remove the flag that drapes it.::

CPOTraidr:
::graps the flag gently::

CPOYang:
::begins the work of thge honor guard with the flag::

CEOMadred:
::As Madred goes on, they begin to fold the flag over the coffin:: regh SuvwI'. Doq bIQtIq bIQ. jejjaj tajlIj, jej pach. (In Klingon: The warrior bleeds. The river water is red, may your knife be sharp, and your claw be sharp) ::he watches as the torpedo moves down the runner, the blast doors closing behind it::

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: *MR.NASH*: proceed with a security team to TRansporter Room 1 , prepare to board shuttle locked in tractor beam

CO_Kemet:
:: Kem'et almost smiles to Madred but holds ::

FCO_Wall:
::listens to Jafo, but walks over next to the CO::

CEOMadred:
::with a nod to the Captain he finishes his comments and sees out of the corner of his eye, Kem'et motion for the torpedo to be fired:: bIQ'a'Dnq' oHtaH' etlh'e'. talmey Dun, bammey Dun. Heghlu'meH QaQ jajuam. (In Klingon: The batleth is in the sky. Great deeds, great songs. It is a good day to die.)

XO_Grant:
ALL:ATTENTION

CEOMadred:
::steps back and sighs deeply turning and looking down on Larte::

EO_Lefler:
::AT Attention::

Sci_Psion:
::stiffens::

CO_Kemet:
:: Kem'et begins to hum a long forgotten song to himself ::

CMORevvik:
::at attention::

CEOMadred:
::stands at attention::

FCO_Wall:
::at attention::

Larte_J:
::watches everything going on, especailly the torpedo with her father...more tears cover her face::

TO_Navar:
::stands at Attention::

XO_Grant:
<TRANSPORTERroomchief>: looks up as Sec team enters TR room

CPOTraidr:
::folds the flag tightly against Yang's hands::

OPS_Lynam:
::Still at attention::

CPOYang:
::accpets the flag from Traidrer and turns heel to toe and gives a crips march towards the podium::

CPOYang:
::bends gently in his dress uniform and hands the folded flag to the Captain::

XO_Grant:
::notices technician hits the fire button::

XO_Grant:
::torpedo gently whooshes down the tube into the dark , clear space::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the torpedo fires into space

CO_Kemet:
:: takes the flag and presents the flag to Larte :: Larte: Please accept this flag, and a gift from me.

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: notices  the torpedo firing into space

Larte_J:
::follows the torpedo with her eyes::

Larte_J:
::stares for a moment then takes the flag::

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: TO: lower shields to beam over AT

CO_Kemet:
:: hands Larte the plaque that he created ::

Larte_J:
::smiles gently down on Larte::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT beams over to the desserted ship

TO_Navar:
::mumbles to himself:: To faithfully serve, with all thy heart, soul, and possessions. Even unto death and beyond.

CPOTraidr:
::moves to one side of the door out of the room, his job and Yang's to be the last out::

CO_Kemet:
XO: I'll be on the bridge.  :: kisses Larte's hand gently and leaves the room ::

XO_Grant:
<TRchief>: beams over AT, notices odd facial expression on Mr. Nash

CPOYang:
::joins Traidrer to one side of the door::

Larte_J:
::clasping the flag she looks at the tall man::

XO_Grant:
ALL: Dismissed

CEOMadred:
::looks around at the assembled mass beginning to leave and murmurs to Larte:: Larte: One moment ........

CO_Kemet:
:: Enters TL... damning funerals :: TL: :: yelling :: Bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::follows behind the CO::

XO_Grant:
<DUTYOFFICER>: TO: maintain TR lock on the AT

CMORevvik:
::walks toward Wall::

EO_Lefler:
::Walks up to Chief:: CEO: If you'll excuse me sir. I left Barney in charge of Engineering and we have already gone for half an hour without blowing up. No reason to push our luck

CMORevvik:
::stops as he leaves::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves torpedo room::

CEOMadred:
::unbuttons the first few buttons of his dress uniform:: EO: Of course.

XO_Grant:
:: exits Torpedo Control, heads to bridge via TL::

CMORevvik:
::turns and heads toward the CEO::

FCO_Wall:
::walks down corridor to TL::

EO_Lefler:
Larte: It was a pleasure to meet you.

CO_Kemet:
:: exits on to bridge, moves to his chair :: DUTYOFFICER: Status?

EO_Lefler:
::Turns about ad walks out::

CEOMadred:
::sees that the room has mostly thinned out and kneels down in front of Larte::

TO_Navar:
::exits Torp room and heads to the bridge to re take his post.::

CEOMadred:
Larte: How are you doing?

CO_Kemet:
:: wondering about the Del being a good place for a child ::

FCO_Wall:
TL: bridge

Sci_Psion:
::enters TL::

XO_Grant:
<dutyofficer>:: leaps out of chair whirls to report to CO::

EO_Lefler:
::Enters TL:: Deck 16!

Larte_J:
::shrugs her shoulders::  all right

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT arrives on the disabled vessel

CO_Kemet:
<DUTYOFFICER> CO: Sir the AT is over there.  We're waiting to hear from them.

CMORevvik:
::leaves the TC::

XO_Grant:
< dutyofficer>: CO: AT is on shuttle , shuttle is held inplace by tractor beam sir

FCO_Wall:
::TL whines up to the bridge::

CPOTraidr:
::notes that the CEO and Larte are the only ones left and motions to Yang:: Yang: I think we can leave those two alone for a moment ....... ::moves out of room::

TO_Navar:
::enters the bridge and re takes the Tac station and looks at all the reports there::

Nicke_AGM:
<Nash>COM:*Del* there appears to be noone around

OPS_Lynam:
::Heads to the Bridge.::

CPOYang:
::follows Traidrer::

CO_Kemet:
COM: Nash: What is the shuttles condition?

EO_Lefler:
::Enters Main Engineering. See Barney looking way concerned and sweaty::

XO_Grant:
::exits TL onto bridge , takes place in XO 's chair::

FCO_Wall:
::enters bridge, thinks oh boy back in here::

CO_Kemet:
:: staring at view screen ::

CEOMadred:
::looks deeply into Larte's eyes:: Larte: You have many friends here ...... everyone knew and respected your father.  But their is something I need to tell you you may not understand right now.

FCO_Wall:
::walks over to FC motions the FC officer::

CEOMadred:
::looks down on the young girl:: Larte: tlhIngan yoH Hos.  yIn DayajmeH 'oy' yISIQ.  DaH, SuvwI' ghaH vavoy'e.  (In Klingon: Be strong.  To understand life, we must endure pain.  Today, your daddy is a warrior.)

CMORevvik:
::enters TL::   TL: bridge

TO_Navar:
::prepares TRactor beam just in case it is needed to tow the shuttle into a bay::

Sci_Psion:
::exits TL and enters bridge::

EO_Lefler:
EnsBarney: What the problem Ensign?

FCO_Wall:
::sits down at FC::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT continues moving through the ship

CEOMadred:
Larte: Your father was a very brave man ....... we honor him with this ceremony.

OPS_Lynam:
::Arrives on Bridge, relieves OPS officer.::

Larte_J:
::looks at the man very still::

XO_Grant:
SCI: check that shuttle for radiation

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Report?

Sci_Psion:
::at sci station::

CEOMadred:
::smiles at Larte warmly:: Larte: Incidentally ...... is it okay if I call you Larte?

CMORevvik:
::the TL stops and opens to reveal the Bridge::

CEOMadred:
::worries that she never says anything and tries to goad it out of her::

FCO_Wall:
::quickly runs fingers over panel to check current status of FC::

EO_Lefler:
<EnsBarney> EO: I am not sure sir. I think the antimatter is leaking

Larte_J:
::she nods her head slowly::

Sci_Psion:
XO/CO:  Reading unusually high radiation emanating from the shuttle's engines.

XO_Grant:
<PRESCI>: CO : looks like a ghost ship

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the AT moves through , Ltjg Nash begins trying to get the system online

XO_Grant:
SCI: Is the AT in danger?

CMORevvik:
::steps in::

CEOMadred:
::frowns as he fails:: Larte: Well, most of my friends call me Madred.  But I think I would like it if you called me Jafo.  Now, how bout we get out of here.  ::stands and holding her hand, leads her to the door::

Sci_Psion:
XO:  Scanning...

CO_Kemet:
:: radiation? :: COMM: AT: Hold position.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Begins checking radiation effects on transporters::

EO_Lefler:
EnsBar: I doubt that ensign. Let me take a look. ::Notices that the sensors are out of allignment::

Sci_Psion:
"CTO Nash" Do not attempt to bring engines online.  I must scan for any anomalies.

CO_Kemet:
COM: AT: Do you read?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  As the AT hears teh message from the Captain the ship suddenly and inexplicabley BLOWS UP!

CEOMadred:
::the two exit out into a corridor and begin moving towards an turbolift:: Larte: Well, the rest of the day is ours ...... I am off duty.  What would you like to do?

CMORevvik:
::walks to the Medical chair.  Sits and looks at theXO::

FCO_Wall:
::what is with this ship::

EO_Lefler:
::Fixes problem:: EnsBarney: There. Nothing is leaking. Now go back to your post. I have engineering

CO_Kemet:
:: eyes grow immense in size :: ALL: What!?...

TO_Navar:
::quickly brings up the shields to protect the ship from the blast::

EO_Lefler:
<EndBarney> ::Walks away in obvious relief::

Sci_Psion:
::looks at view screen::

XO_Grant:
::notices ship on yellow alert so shields resumed  after beam out::

CEOMadred:
::begins to walk with her towards sickbay ...... time to see Revvik perhaps::

Larte_J:
::Her eyes are wide...so many strange things happening.  She keeps waiting to see her father...but knows that will not happen::

Larte_J:
::shrugs her shoulders::

CO_Kemet:
ALL:  Someone tell me they were not aboard :: looking on in disbelief, moving closer to the screen ::

FCO_Wall:
::looks at the screen a daze, pounds on the FC panel:: self: No!!

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Where'd this thing come from?

Sci_Psion:
CO: Sir...they were indeed aboard.

CMORevvik:
::relizes that there is no need for him here 'anymore'::

CEOMadred:
Larte: Would it be okay if we went to see Revvik ..... you remember Revvik.  From last night.  ::looks down on her as they slowly pass down the hall::

XO_Grant:
*TR!CHIEF*: do you have them in emergency beam out ?

EO_Lefler:
::Notices Alert:: Prepares to raize power output and hull intergrity::

XO_Grant:
<tr1chief>: *XO*: no sir

CO_Kemet:
SCI: Survivors??? :: yelling now ::

Larte_J:
::shakes her head no::

XO_Grant:
CO: They are gone sir .

Sci_Psion:
CO: None sir.

Sci_Psion:
::scanning::

TO_Navar:
::nods to confirm SCI's answer::

OPS_Lynam:
::Stares in disbelief at the screen::

CMORevvik:
XO: I'll be in sickbay.  if you get them back.  ::Gets up and walks toward the TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: roaring at the top of his lungs!!! Not knowing what to do ::

FCO_Wall:
::hold head down over panel, thinks not again....::

XO_Grant:
CMO: acknowledged

CMORevvik:
::enter the TL::  TL: sickbay!

Sci_Psion:
CO:  I have confirmed readings of proteinacious debris.  It is our away team sir.

CEOMadred:
::wonders what she means and wishes again that they had a counselor on board:: Larte: Okay ..... perhaps we should get some dinner .... I am sure you will feel better on a full stomach ........

Larte_J:
CEO:  ::whispers::  Jafo, I am thirsty

FCO_Wall:
::pauses doesnt move::

CMORevvik:
::the TL hums and opens on the correct deck::

OPS_Lynam:
::Glares at Sci::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  I want all sensor data gone over immediately!  What the hell happened!  Why didn't we scan before sending them over?

CEOMadred:
::smiles deeply ...... realizes it has been awhile since he did that:: Larte: Okay ..... then lets get a drink.  ::notes they are not far from Main Engineering::

Sci_Psion:
SCI: Aye sir.

FCO_Wall:
::looks over at OPS in disbelieve::

CMORevvik:
::enters SB walking up to a panel checking th chronometer::

OPS_Lynam:
::Realizes Psion is part Vulcan,but still...::

CEOMadred:
::pulls her gently in the direction of Main Engineering:: Larte: We can stop in main engineering and use the replicator in my officer to get you a drink ...... perhaps you would like to see where your father worked?

CMORevvik:
::can't believe another crew member has died::

CO_Kemet:
:: tempted to call the CEO back to duty, refrains himself.  Tempted to break something, smashes hand into command chair panel ::

XO_Grant:
::chokes back an automatic grief response::

TO_Navar:
::calmly runs through the reports from the tac officer before him to see what precautions that officer took::

Larte_J:
::she nods::

CEOMadred:
::nods back at her and leads on towards ME::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Looks back at FCO, Lynam's expression is unreadable.::

CMORevvik:
Computer: locate Lt. Madred

XO_Grant:
CO: after we scan the debris I suggest we move onto Risa

FCO_Wall:
::pounds FC panel:: self: why us?

CO_Kemet:
:: walks over to SCI wanting to push him out of the way :: XO:  Make it so, but I want you on the sensor data.

XO_Grant:
CO: regrettably we can't bring them back to life

EO_Lefler:
::Wonders what the hell is going on?::

CO_Kemet:
:: wondering how SCI could be so emotionless.

CEOMadred:
::enters Main Engineering holding Larte's hand and sees their is a lot of commotion going on::

Sci_Psion:
Ops: To answer your question...the trail seems to originate from a region in space devoid of any planets.

CEOMadred:
::fronws::

CMORevvik:
<comp>  CMO: Lt Madred is in ME

CO_Kemet:
:: wondering about an announcement ::

CEOMadred:
::spots Lefler and escorts Larte towards his officer::

EO_Lefler:
::Notices Chief and Larte enter::

Sci_Psion:
::scanning debris::

CEOMadred:
::enters his office and helps Larte up into a chair and moves to the replicator to get her a drink::

FCO_Wall:
::looks around to the CO::

XO_Grant:
TO: take us to green status, beam over fragments to Astrophysics lab for study

CMORevvik:
*CEO

TO_Navar:
CO: According to my logs sir, initial scans did not show the power build up in the engines. It does look as thought it happened just as fast as we detected it. ::nods to XO: Yes sir

CEOMadred:
::bangs his fist on a window to get Lefler's attention:: Computer: Ice cold water .......

Larte_J:
::stares around and everything going on as the enter the room::

XO_Grant:
SCI: ONce the fragments are in place begin study of them from here , send results to my station

TO_Navar:
::puts the ship at green and starts beaming debris to the lab::

CMORevvik:
*CEO* are you busy?

Sci_Psion:
XO: Aye sir.

EO_Lefler:
::Notices Chief signalling from office:: CEO: huh?


FCO_Wall:
::returns FC to green status::

CEOMadred:
::sees the cup materialize and grabs it:: *CMO*: Well, not busy busy ...... in ME.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: apparently Nash initiated something

CEOMadred:
EO: What is going on?  ::hands the glass to Larte::

CO_Kemet:
ALL HANDS:  Hear this, we had an accident and the AT was lost.  I want a full staff meeting after this shift, before transporting to Risa.

Larte_J:
::takes the drink and whispers::  Thank you

CMORevvik:
::wondering what he is talking about.  Hears the annoucment::

CEOMadred:
::hears the com and nods to Lefler, thinking thank god he did not say more than that, turns to Larte::

XO_Grant:
FCO: ETA to Risa?

EO_Lefler:
CEO: unknown sir. Apparently an AT was sent to investigate the shuttle that was adrift and it had since blown up. No word on casualties but Nash was leading the AT

CMORevvik:
::exhales::

Sci_Psion:
::sends all information to personal computer for further study::

CEOMadred:
::sighs:: EO: Thank you ...... carry on.

FCO_Wall:
XO: eta 2 1/2 hours

CMORevvik:
*CEO*  I was wondering if you want to bring Larte down now?

XO_Grant:
FCO: increase speed to warp 6, then what is ETA?

CEOMadred:
::galnces at Larte:: *CMO*: I don't think so ........ better yet.  If you have the time, meet us in my quarters for dinner ..... say 1800 hours.

EO_Lefler:
CEO: Aye sir. ::Walks back to main section. not more casualties. there is a war going on and we aren't even on the lines and still...

CEOMadred:
::goes and sits behind his desk::

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks, "Great another damn funeral"::

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::calculates:: 1 3/4 hour

CMORevvik:
*CEO* acknowledged.  I will be there

Larte_J:
::sips her drink listening to everything going around.  Looks at Jafo as she hears her name::

XO_Grant:
FCO: Engage!

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye ::engages::

CMORevvik:
::picks up padd and crosses out the appointment::

CO_Kemet:
:: sits down in chair ::

CEOMadred:
*CMO*: Thank you Revvik.  ::sits at his chair and stares at the pile of PADD's on his desk wondering what happenned to the AT, moves a stack aside so he can see Larte in her chair, her nose barely above his desk top::

CO_Kemet:
:: starts to wonder about sensless death ::

FCO_Wall:
::still has dazed look on his face::

XO_Grant:
::Feels the ship respond to warp drive::

EO_Lefler:
::Engines start to throm with amazing power and efficiency::

CEOMadred:
Larte: Better?

CMORevvik:
.::leans back in chair and sighs::


Nicke_AGM:
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